Abstract. We show that the top of any diamond with bottom 0 in the r.e. degrees is also the top of a stack of n diamonds with bottom 0.
Since we must simultaneously satisfy requirements P e;i 0 , there may be an element enumerated into B 1 i ; which allows f j;s (x) 6 = f j;t (x); in this case, we shall enumerate a certain element into C to trace such a change of f j (x).
The priority tree is the complete binary tree. We assign N j to every node of length j, and assign P e;i to if j j= 4e + i; R e;i to if j j= 4e + i + 2: We de ne the string s (of length s) of nodes accessible at stage s by s (j) = 0 $ 8t < s( t s dj ! l(j; t) < l(j; s 9n < s x (n 2 C t C s ) (where fs x g x2! is a C-recursive sequence). If there is an n < r( ; s) enumerated into A then let be least such that n < K( ); enumerate n into B I( ) (where I( ) is as de ned in the previous paragraph) and F( ) into C; and move F( ) to be an unused number. Until we go back to ; we shall enumerate the elements n 0 < K( ) of A into the same side B I( ) if is least such that K( ) > n 0 : Any n 0 < K( 0 ) for some 0 for any y such that K( 0 ) < n < p I( ) (j; y; s) and n 0 < K( 0 ) < p 1 I( ) (j; y; s):
To satisfy J 1 we use a direct permitting argument. To satisfy R e;i , for any e and i, let be a strategy for R e;i : At any stage s; if s ; R e;i is not satis ed and there is no unrealized follower, i.e., x 0 2 W e for every follower x 0 of R e;i ; then rstly we assign an unused number x to be a follower of ; and secondly we de ne K( ) such that K( ) > x and I( ) = i: x is canceled at any stage t > s only if is initialized. We shall show that if is on the true path then is initialized only nitely often by showing that every positive requirement requires attention only nitely often if A 0 and A 1 are not recursive.
If there is an n 2 A i;s A i;s 1 and a realized follower x of such that n < x, and is least such that n < K( ) then enumerate x into C i ; n into B I( ) and F( ) into C; and R e;i is satis ed. Hence, if is on the true path and R e;i is not satis ed then there are in nitely many uncanceled followers x of such that K( ) is reset in nitely often and no element < K( ) is enumerated into A i after x is realized. Therefore, either R e;i is eventually satis ed or A i is recursive.
We say that requires attention at s if s ; and (1) is a strategy for P e;i ;; and K( ) is unde ned, or it is de ned and maxfr(e; i; s); l(e; i; s)g > K( ); or (2) is a strategy for R e;i ; every follower x of is realized (i.e., x 2 W e;s ), and R e;i is not satis ed. Let n 2 A s A s 1 : Let be least such that n < K( ). (If fails to exist then enumerate n into B 0 and initialize every > s .) Enumerate F( ) into C and n into B I( ) . If is a strategy for some R e;i , x is realized at s, n 2 A i;s A i;s 1 ; and x > n; where x is currently the largest follower of ; then enumerate x into C i and R e;i is satis ed. Move F( ) equal to the rst unused number > K( ); and initialize every > :
This ends the description of the construction. Let = lim inf s s be the true path. (ii) (iii) Let s 0 be the least stage such that s for all s > s 0 , and such that no requires attention and no set changes below K( ) for any < .
First assume that is a strategy for some R e;i . At any stage s > s 0 ; if s is an -stage and any uncanceled follower of is realized then an unused number x is assigned to , and K( ) is de ned such that K( ) > x and I( ) = i. is initialized at any stage t > s only if t < or there is a < requiring attention at t. By the choice of s 0 , neither case ever occurs. If R e;i is not satis ed then there are in nitely many -stages s such that an unused number x is assigned to R e;i , K( ) is reset at s such that K( ) > x, I( ) = i, and there is no element < x to be enumerated into A i after x is realized, otherwise, x would be enumerated into C i and R e;i is satis ed. Since x tends to in nity, A i is recursive, a contradiction. Hence, R e;i is satis ed, and requires attention at most nitely often. For the sake of a contradiction, suppose this fails at some least stage s > s x , say, via a number n entering B i or C and destroying the remaining computation fjg C Bi (x).
We distinguish cases as to how n enters C or B i : Case 1: n enters C via an R e;i -strategy 0 : Then n equals some witness, which by our hypothesis on s x must have been picked after stage s x . By the construction and cancellation of markers, we must have 0 and that n was picked at an -expansionary stage s 0 > s x , say. But then n > s 0 > p i (j; x; s 0 ), and the latter use cannot have increased unless the witness n is canceled.
Case 2: n enters C as a marker F( 0 ): Then some number n 0 < K( 0 ) must enter A at the same stage. Again by our hypothesis on s x , F( 0 ) must have been picked after stage s x , and we reach a contradiction as in Case 1.
